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Better Taste, Less Waste with EXTENDO®

Sustainable Solutions for a Circular Economy

DERPROSA™ Celebrates 30 Years

Introducing NATIVIA® NELD

The Promise of Graphene

SynDECOR® EA for Easy Application

Dear Customers, Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to Ti News, the Environmental Issue. Why this focus and why now? Daily, specialists
warn of the absolute necessity to change consumption habits to reduce damage to the
earth. Images of plastic-contaminated oceans reach our homes as well as yours. Concerns
with an overall food waste of 30% have never been so acute, especially considering world
population growth.
Most of our customers—and theirs—understand that the way things have been done in the
past must change. Companies are under pressure, both internally and externally, to adopt
the principles of the circular economy: to respect the world’s finite resources and to create
and use renewable options.
At Taghleef, we are committed to doing our part. Not only are we concentrating our activities on 100% recyclable
polyolefin resins, but we have also significantly stepped up investments to increase our technological contribution
for each gram of raw material. In addition, over the last 10 years, we have developed unmatched experience with
plant-based resins.
With EXTENDO®, a brand that is synonymous with highly advanced BOPP barrier films, Ti has risen to the double
challenge of integrating efficient mineral oil, gas, oxygen and water vapor barriers while preserving aromas and
keeping food fresh.
With NATIVIA®, a sustainable and industrially compostable packaging solution made from renewable raw materials,
we address resource depletion and support the shift away from the dependency on fossil resources.
With SHAPE360™ floatable shrink films, reduced label weight means improved quality and yield of PET recycling,
making both the bottle and label materials recoverable and recyclable.
Read more about these product solutions and other environmental topics in this edition’s new section, “Strategies
for Sustainability.”
We invite you to join us on this journey for a better future and ask for your active involvement to effect change.
Across all regions, we have the experience, the tools and the deployment specialists in the field who can help
you engineer your next solution. But we need to work closely together, teaming up on joint developments to steer
the flexible packaging industry towards more sustainable solutions. Please get in touch with us, and let’s start
the conversation. You will find us… everywhere!
Sincerely,
Dr. Detlef Schuhmann
CEO Ti Group
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Strategies for Sustainability

Ocean Plastic:

recognizing the problem, working on solutions
Ocean plastic and other waste is finally being accepted by the
world as the global crisis many already know it is. According to
British activist and environmentalist, Dame Ellen McArthur, if
things don’t change, there will be more plastics in the ocean
than fish by 2050.
The outcry is building among those involved in social
and traditional media; however, the messaging is often
oversimplified. The challenge is complex, involving technical,
economic, political and emotional ramifications.
The benefits of plastics are undeniable—helping
to make products, packaging and labels
lighter, more durable and easier to handle
and transport. Consumers and industry
have always appreciated these
benefits, without always being
responsible about disposal. More
people than ever are recycling,
but there are still those who
think nothing of tossing a used
container into a garbage bin
that ultimately leads to a
landfill, or worse, tossing
it onto the street or
sidewalk as litter.

Platform (EPBP) are becoming the global voice of the plastics
recycling industry with data and fact-based definitions.
The Sustainable Packaging Coalition (SPC) is helping with
programs such as the “How to Recycle” label.

Ti is proud to be in collaboration with these industry-leading
organizations. We continue to explore solutions and develop
new products to answer today’s environmental challenges,
such as our recently launched floatable shrink sleeve films
to improve recycle rates. And we
will stand strong in our
commitment to do
our part to protect
the water, air
and earth we
all need to
survive.

What can be done?
Consumers can
recycle more readily
and more responsibly.
Governments can
support more widespread
and efficient collection
and enact sensible
regulation. Industry can
continue to make products,
packaging and labels more
recyclable. Organizations such as
the Association of Plastic Recyclers
(APR) and the European PET Bottle
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Strategies for Sustainability

The Circular Economy:

sustainable solutions for a shared future
“Our planet and our economy cannot survive if we
continue with the ‘take, make, use and throw away’
approach. We need to retain precious resources and
fully exploit all the economic value within them. The
circular economy is about reducing waste and protecting
the environment, but it is also about a profound
transformation of the way our entire economy works.
By rethinking the way we produce, work and buy we can
generate new opportunities and create new jobs.”
Frans Timmermans
First Vice-President, European Commission
The above quote was part of a statement given by Frans
Timmermans in Brussels. The occasion was the adoption
by the European Commission, of an ambitious Circular
Economy Package designed to help European businesses
and consumers to make the transition to a stronger and
more circular economy where resources are used in a
more sustainable way.
Europe has long been a proactive proponent of
environmental protection, implementing strategies to
guide governmental/industrial cooperation and create
synergies that conserve raw materials, reduce waste and
increase economic opportunities.
For example, Germany passed their Waste Disposal Act
in 1996, followed by the EU2008-Waste Directive and the
2015 platform introduced in Brussels: Closing the Loop:
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An Action Plan for the Circular Economy. Key measures of
that platform included:
Actions to reduce food waste including a common
measurement methodology, improved date marking, and
tools to meet the global Sustainable Development Goal to
halve food waste by 2030.
•

Development of quality standards for secondary raw
materials to increase the confidence of operators in
the single market.

•

Measures in the Eco-design working plan for
2015-2017 to promote reparability, durability and
recyclability of products, in addition to energy
efficiency.

•

A revised regulation on fertilizers, to facilitate the
recognition of organic and waste-based fertilizers
in the single market and support the role of bionutrients.

•

A strategy on plastics in the circular economy,
addressing issues of recyclability, biodegradability,
the presence of hazardous substances in plastics,
and the Sustainable Development Goals target for
significantly reducing marine litter.

•

A series of actions on water reuse including a
legislative proposal on minimum requirements for
the reuse of wastewater.

Working together with government,
industry, and customers to make a difference
for our shared planet and our shared future.
It’s the second-to-last point in the list above where
Taghleef can have the most substantive impact.
Collaborating with government agencies and industry
associations, particularly CEFLEX (Circular Economy
for Flexible Packaging)—the European consortium of
companies representing the entire value chain of flexible
packaging, the aim is to advance solutions for recyclability
and end-of-life reusability.
Sustainability is not solely a European issue, of course,
but a global one. It’s not specifically about addressing
today’s economic and environmental challenges—it’s about
the generations to come. As a worldwide organization,
Taghleef is positioned to link and align across all regions
to steer the flexible packaging industry towards more
sustainable solutions and offer consumers products with a
lower carbon footprint.
Although packaging is just a minimal part of the solid
waste stream and actually saves more resources than
it uses (by reducing food waste, for example), flexible
packaging is still associated with challenges of disposal,
littering and ocean pollution.
Through substantial investments in research,
development, technology and relationships, Taghleef is
committed to being a leader in the circular economy within
our industry—working together with government, industry,
and customers to make a difference for our shared planet
and our shared future.
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Introducing NATIVIA® NELD
bio-based white voided film
As part of its commitment to leadership
in sustainable packaging, Taghleef
continues to make major investments
to broaden the range of the NATIVIA®
product line. The newest offering,
NATIVIA NELD, was officially introduced
at the IPACK IMA exhibition in Milan,
Italy this past spring.
Until NATIVIA NELD, there was no biobased, PLA film available on the market
that would serve as a viable replacement
for BOPP voided films. Confectionery
and frozen food sectors are the biggest
users of BOPP white voided films 35µm
thick, mainly for chocolate and ice cream
flowpack packaging.

An ideal solution for this segment,
NATIVIA NELD is a white voided, PLA
based film with a low density of 0.96
g/cm3. It’s available in a thickness of
30µm, is heat sealable on both sides and
can be used in combination with cold
seal. In addition to these performance
properties, it satisfies consumers’
increasing demands for sustainability,
as it’s made from annually renewable
raw materials and is biodegradable at
the end of life.

New Purposes for Pallets
beyond the delivery dock
Minimizing waste and maximizing
functionality is what the circular economy
is all about. Sometimes it’s simply a matter
of looking at possibilities with a new
perspective. For example, one Taghleef
customer, J. de J. Flexsal in El Salvador, is
recycling Ti delivery pallets into everything
from home and office furniture to product
displays.

Judith’s vision includes using
repurposed materials to make welldesigned furniture that’s affordable
to low-income households. Taghleef
is proud to have J. de J. Flexsal as a
customer.

Owner Judith de Cabrera has created a
culture of innovation and creativity that
ignites the kind of growth that necessitates
expansion into a new 6,000-square meter
plant. Designed for sustainability, the
facility features water recycling, solar energy
production, and solvent recovery, as well as
recycling and reuse of resources.
Judith de Cabrera, J. de J. Flexsal
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A Proven Performer:

EXTENDO® HBAX film with
aluminum oxide technology
EXTENDO® HBAX is a proven performer in the challenging
market of clear films for food packaging, delivering
uncompromised freshness and barrier protection. Suitable for
use as either an outer or inner sealable layer, its exceptional
versatility is proven in a wide variety of applications. You see
it as an alternative to metallized films in VFFS packaging for
salty snacks and replacing acrylic/PVDC films in nutritional and
confectionery markets.
Q: Why the focus on clear?
A: Today’s consumers would rather see more product
than packaging before they buy. Not only is the look more
appealing, they can also check for breakage, for example. After
all, no one wants to open a package and find their cookies
crumbled or their potato chips crushed.

with Francesco Barbangelo,
Ti Applications Engineer

AlOx-coated barrier today. Packaging made with HBAX in an
AlOx OPP/OPP lamination structure is fully recyclable. In
addition, HBAX film will not interfere with metal detection
equipment. Its transparency allows the use of metal detection
at the end-of-filling operations, and its ceramic, dielectric
properties mean it’s safe for use in microwaves.
Q: What’s the future for AlOx?
A: Because of its impressive performance, Ti is currently
supporting the development of new AlOx capabilities across
other regions and is planning to broaden the AlOx coated
range with a two-side treated version, as well as improved seal
performance. These upgrades are coming soon, so stay tuned!

Q: What were the challenges?
A: Putting a fragile, ceramic
barrier layer on the top of
OPP film was an obstacle
that left many competitors
behind. Taghleef invested
more than a decade in research
and development to deliver “the
best AlOx-coated OPP in the
market.” Those are not my words,
but the remarks of a leading North
American converter. The resulting
HBAX offers outstanding barrier
performance together with an
impressive resistance against abuse,
even at a thickness of only 70ga
(18µm).
Q: What are the benefits?
A: HBAX is sustainable and provides
a mono-material, polyolefin-based
solution by eliminating PET, which
is the primary material used as
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Technical Focus

The Promise of Graphene

exciting developments in materials science
Graphene has become one of the
most widely investigated materials
of today due to its unusual blend of
superior material properties. With
a honeycomb structure of carbon
sheets just one atom thick, it’s the
first two-dimensional material ever
discovered. Yet its benefits are multidimensional, offering remarkable
strength, flexibility, transparency,
and conductivity, while also forming
a perfect barrier against transmission
of gases.
The graphene sheet of carbon atoms
can work like a super-fine atomic net
that prevents unwanted materials
from passing through. For example,
it can keep gases trapped within a
container, like keeping hydrogen safely
in the fuel tanks of fuel cell cars. And
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it can keep gases out, to protect food
and electronics against infiltration by
oxygen and moisture.

Ti scientists and engineers are excited
about the possibilities graphene holds
for films and packaging applications.
However, industrial-scale production
has yet to be perfected. When large
sheets of graphene are produced,
the risk of fissures and other flaws
appearing in the material increases.
Researchers are exploring a variety
of strategies to leverage multiple
layers of less than perfect graphene
crystals with varying success. For
graphene/polymer nanocomposites,
the degree of graphene exfoliation,
the stacking orientation, and the size
and integrity of the graphene platelets

in the polymer matrix determine
gas and aroma barrier. However,
local defects of the nanocomposites
during preparation, the aggregation
of graphene, and poor dispersibility in
solvents still limit the mass production
of graphene/polymer nanocomposites.
Work is underway all over the world
to improve graphene’s degree of
exfoliation, dispersion and orientation
in a polymer matrix, while also
maintaining the other advantages of
both graphene and the polymer for
graphene/polymer nanocomposites.
By controlling those critical factors,
a bio-friendly carbon material can
be developed to meet the most
demanding gas-barrier challenges of
today and tomorrow.

DERPROSA™ Celebrates

30 years of continuous innovation

2018
Installation of
fourth coating
line

A recognized, respected name in Graphic Arts—past, present and future.
In 2018, one of the biggest names in graphic arts films, DERPROSA™, marked
30 years of providing outstanding products, innovation and service to the
graphic arts industry.
Originally a Spanish company, DERPROSA FILM was acquired by Taghleef
Industries in 2014 with the commitment to major capital investments and
new technical developments that have continued the brand’s success and
international growth.
Now named Taghleef Industries SLU, the company is known for its wide range
of products, developed and manufactured over the past three decades to meet
the ever-growing sophistication of the graphic design industry. Throughout its
history, the firm has engineered, manufactured and launched many innovative
laminating films for graphic design applications, even creating new categories in
the industry, such as DL SoFT TOUcH® with its luxurious look and feel.
The coming years will see further innovations, more product launches and
closer attention to the needs and wishes of customers, partners, employees
and society in general (through the continuing development of envirofriendly films, for example). This company is resolutely committed to quality
and differentiation, ultimately measuring its success by the success of its
customers.

International
distribution
consolidation
with 12 external
warehouses

2015

2014
Installation of
third coating line

2014
Change of
ownership:
DERPROSA
FILM acquired
by Taghleef
Industries

2011
More innovations:
Anti-scratch, digital
films, printable
metallized films

2009
Groundbreaking
innovation: DL
SoFT TOUcH®
BOPP film with
haptic properties

2002
Installation
of metallizer

2001
Installation
of second
coating line
Ti Spain employees celebrate with their families

1999

Time to celebrate!
With this year marking thirty years of sustained success, it was the perfect
opportunity to hold a grand event in honor of the occasion. Of course, achieving
this milestone would not have been possible without the dedication and hard
work of the team of employees, so this celebration was designed to thank them
and their families for their contributions to the business over the years.
The day started with a plant tour, with more than 450 people visiting the
production facility. After the tour, all were invited to a DERPROSA™ family
lunch, where delicious local cuisine was served and festive music added to the
ambiance. Everyone had a wonderful time and the company and employees
alike look forward with anticipation to the next celebration.

Installation of
first coating line

1998
Second
manufacturing
line added

1988

First
manufacturing
line installed
Ti news
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Better Taste, Less Waste
IPACK IMA, Milan

Recent trade shows IPACK-IMA and MEAT-TECH reached peak
success this year with record attendance of 68,802 visitors
and 1,503 companies. Of interest were highly innovative and
increasingly connected machines and technologies that have
been created to produce original design packaging with a high
degree of practicality, eco-sustainability and convenience.

Ti exhibited in the new IPACK-Mat innovation area: a space
dedicated to premium packaging for food & beverage,
confectionery, wine & liquor, cosmetics and nutraceuticals,
as well as smart, protective eco-packaging.

EXTENDO®
For Ti, the featured brand of the show was the EXTENDO range
and its array of benefits: protecting food against mineral oil
contamination, reducing food waste, preserving flavor and
aroma, and extending shelf life through oxygen and moisture
barrier properties. Some of the EXTENDO products and uses on
display were:

With the EXTENDO® tagline “Better Taste, Less Waste,”
Taghleef emphasizes the pillars of its corporate philosophy
coinciding with current business trends that support the circular
economy: product protection, performance, recyclability and
sustainability.
End users, converters, consumers and large-scale retailers
saw Ti’s full range of BOPP films including EXTENDO high
barrier films, NATIVIA® bio-based films, label films and
graphic arts products.

COFFEE
To replace aluminum, metallized PET and PVdC coated films in
coffee packaging, Ti presented EXTENDO XZSH. This metallized
film provides a high barrier to gases and UV / light, as well as
excellent organoleptic properties (aroma and flavor preservation
of the product). Examples of coffee packaging included:
• Single-serve coffee capsules, flowpack packaging made
with EXTENDO XZSH 20μm laminated with a transparent
TNS 20μm.
• Coffee package 250gr, vertical packaging made with EXTENDO
XZSH 20μm laminated with a matte MUS 20μm film.
Both are mono-material structures (100% PP), chlorine-free and
easily recyclable.
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FRESH PASTA
For fresh pasta, Ti showcased a vertical
package made of EXTENDO XTMH 30μm
laminated with cast OPP 40μm. Fresh pasta
is a delicate food that’s extremely sensitive to
temperature and humidity. EXTENDO XTMH,
with its gas and water barriers, effectively
preserves product freshness and prolongs
shelf life.
BISCUITS AND MORE
Specifically designed to replace PVdC
coated films, the new EXTENDO D729
28μm was featured in a horizontal
package of biscuits. Along with its remarkable
transparency, EXTENDO D729 provides an excellent barrier to
moisture and oxygen, preserving flavor integrity. It also meets
European Community regulations on the migration limits of
mineral oils, has a low sealing temperature (75°C) and delivers
excellent performance in horizontal packaging machines. EXTENDO
D729 has been used successfully in the production of butter biscuits
by Forno Bonomi in collaboration with SIT GROUP.
In collaboration with SIT GROUP and SCHWARTAU WERKE, Ti
also presented packaging for muesli and chocolate bars, using TNS
20μm and EXTENDO XRDH 35μm, a highly brilliant, pearlized white
film suitable for cold sealing.

NATIVIA®
Finally, Ti featured packaging made with NATIVIA® PLA (polylactic
acid) films that are biodegradable and industrially compostable.
These sustainable films comply with the European Community
regulations on the migration limits of mineral oils. The NATIVIA
range can be used in various sectors, including dairy, frozen foods
including ice cream, bakery products, fresh produce, confectionery,
industrial, adhesive tape labels and more.
The combined skills and technological innovations brought together
by SACCHITAL GROUP, CAVANNA and Ti made possible the
creation of sustainable flowpack packaging for the food sector.
NATIVIA NTSS 20μm was laminated with NaturaPaper® paper by
Sacchital Group. During the show, visitors could see the laminated
structure at the Cavanna SpA stand running on SLIM, a high-end,
flowpack machine that’s particularly suitable for common flow
packaging flexible films.
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SynDECOR® EA
for Easy Application

For years, SynDECOR® BOPP film has given laminated
panels beauty and durability with exceptional water
resistance, print clarity, adhesion and machinability.
Now, all the benefits of SynDECOR film are available from
Ti in a finished unicolor decorative overlay that is ready to
laminate to all types of boards used in the

furniture market including particle board, medium density
fiberboard (MDF), and high-density fiberboard (HDF).
SynDECOR EA adds an ink coat, electron beam-cured top
coat and pre-applied adhesive to the SynDECOR film,
resulting in a finished decorative overlay—all under one
roof. It’s a supply-chain game changer.
Laminators appreciate SynDECOR EA for easy, lowcost lamination. With the pre-applied adhesive, there
is no glue cost (or clean up) and no wasted boards at
start up. SynDECOR EA has a wide operating window
in terms of lamination temperature and line speeds.
Since SynDECOR EA requires only a hot nip laminator,
panel and furniture suppliers can produce value added
panels with relatively low investment cost versus other
technologies.

In Mexico, Coke, Nestle,
Danone and Peñafiel
choose Taghleef films
Mexico remains one of the largest soft drink
and bottled water markets in the world,
and Taghleef continues to be the leading
provider of label films for the country’s
most recognizable brands.

featuring Ti lamination films are medium
shrink films for Coke glass bottles and
white metallized label film on Wyeth infant
formula containers.

Coke and Nestle use Ti’s monoweb
white cavitated and clear films LGL38,
CTL120 and LTS40 running on labelers
up to 40,000BPH, while Danone chooses
clear LTS35 for top-selling water brand,
Bonafont.

As producers ramp up supply with
integrated production lines that combine
inline labeling, bottling and filling, Taghleef
meets the increased demands for speed and
performance with clear LTS40 and CTL120,
white LGL38 and LMW38, and even their
thinner films LMH28 and LTS35.

Peñafiel specifies CTL48/WTL450
lamination films for its high-yield, highperformance structure for soft drinks,
while their water brands feature clear
monoweb films. Other applications

With the widest range of label films, global
production capabilities, and outstanding
service, Taghleef continues to grow in the
region and remains the label films supplier
of choice in Mexico.
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Selling Specialty Films
in high-duty countries

When it comes to selling films in high-duty countries, you’re not only competing
on price, you’re also often competing against local commodity suppliers.
It’s important to impress upon your client that you are the source that
can fulfill their specialized needs and that you have the product and
technical knowledge to help them maximize their returns long after
the initial purchase has been completed.
Customers know that pricing is just one part of the equation,
and the salesperson—by fully understanding the client’s
objectives, technology, end-user demands, and
aesthetics and performance requirements—
effectively becomes a partner in the client’s
success.
Consider the example of Brazil, where
there is a 16% duty plus 5% taxes
added to the price of film. The
only way the Ti technical
representative can overcome
an initial price objection,
especially one so significant, is
to demonstrate that the Taghleef
film excels in every other category:
high and consistent quality throughout
the entire roll, appearance, feel, barrier
properties, shrink percentage, and reliable
performance from start to finish on even the most
complex and technologically advanced processing line.
After all, what good is a lower-priced film if it’s going
to break during processing and cause costly delays on the
production floor?
Exceptional quality, reliability, and performance pay off in the end,
even when initial pricing seems to be a barrier in the beginning. With their
advanced product and technical knowledge, and their willingness to work
as partners to deeply understand all their customers’ needs, expectations,
and pressures, Taghleef salespeople excel at highlighting value over cost and
performance over price.
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AIP National Conference in Australia
Ti showcases sustainable solutions

Mark Richardson, Ti-AP Business Development Manager,
Meredith Darke, General Manager of Stratex Australia, Justin Van
Niekerk, Innovation & Development Manager of Stratex Australia,
with Jeremy Zhong, Ti AP Key Account Executive

Taghleef Asia Pacific attended the Australia Institute of
Packaging (AIP) National Conference in Gold Coast, Australia
from May 2 - 3, 2018. A Bronze Sponsor of this event,
Ti focused on sustainable packaging under the key theme:
Recyclable, Reusable or Biodegradable.
This was the ideal venue to present Ti’s biodegradable
solution, NATIVIA®, as well as provide demonstrations and
product samples of IML films including the latest innovations
with Titanium™ LTZ and DERPROSA™ films for graphic arts.
Ti representatives met many regional converters and end
users, including but not limited to Amcor, Stratex, Nestle,
Bonson, RollsPack and Coca-Cola India.
The sizable two-day event attracts local packaging
industry experts along with representatives from
around the world, by invitation from the World
Packaging Organization. The AIP/WPO WorldStar
Award Gala was attended by packaging
representatives from 22 countries, including
180 from overseas and more than 300 from
Australia and New Zealand.
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A Bronze Sponsor of
this event, Ti focused on
sustainable packaging
under the key theme:
Recyclable, Reusable or
Biodegradable.

Taghleef Asia Pacific
participates at Chinaplas
Taghleef Asia Pacific collaborated with
Darong CTE Corporation, to participate
in Chinaplas, held in Shanghai from April
24 - 27, 2018. The featured product was
Taghleef’s extensive range of IML films.
Chinaplas is the largest plastic and rubber
trade fair in Asia, featuring more than
3,400 global visitors and attracting over
150,000 visitors. More than 1,000 guests
visited the Taghleef-Darong booth during
the exposition.
Visitors to the Taghleef-Darong booth
were able to see the unique properties and
finishes of Taghleef IML films from a wide

range of finished containers on display.
But the product demonstrations were not
limited to the booth alone. Taghleef films
were also widely showcased throughout
Chinaplas, thanks to the Ti AP-Darong
collaboration with parallel suppliers across
the IML supply chain. In particular, key local
robotics companies and injection machine
makers were able to demonstrate our
films using their technology, giving visitors
to their booths the opportunity to see
Taghleef’s IML films perform in real time.

Ti films in their process demonstrations.
As a bonus, visitors were able to take home
IML container samples complete with
Ti and Darong logos.

In total, 16 of 21 IML automation suppliers,
as well as printers and molders, featured
Ti-AP and Darong representatives at the Taghleef-Darong booth

Taghleef: Preferred BOPP Supplier
of Utopia Packaging in the Philippines
A large scale and leading flexible
packaging converter in the Philippines,
Utopia has been sourcing all of their
metallized BOPP films from Taghleef
since 2011. To provide customers with the
most advanced, robust and economical
printing solutions, Utopia installed a
revolutionary CI8 press from Comexi.
With its unique combination of offset
stations, central impression (CI) drum,
and electron beam for drying, coating and
varnishing, this is true CI offset printing
for flexible packaging. The new eightcolor, 1200mm-wide press is the first in
Southeast Asia and one of just six units
now in operation globally.
Utopia celebrated the launch of a new
entity, Happy Packaging Incorporated,
on February 7, 2018 in Manila. Attendees
included family members, relatives,
friends, clients, suppliers and industry
partners. Taghleef was proud to be
among the honored guests, along with
representatives from Kodak, Comexi,

Reifenhauser, DIC, Energy Sciences
Incorporation (ESI) and AJ Plast. All in all,
almost 200 people attended the event.
A panel of industry partner
representatives discussed various
aspects of this unique technology and
their specific contributions. Taghleef
representatives spoke to the advantages
of using metallized BOPP films, as well
as other innovations and development
projects they have underway in Southeast
Asia. Because e-beam technology allows
Happy Packaging to print directly onto
metallized films, the company can offer
its customers monoweb solutions,
replacing bi-laminates.

Muhammad Ali Mirza, Ti-SEA Business Development Manager,
Jason Ong, Owner of Utopia and Happy Packaging, with Richard
Lee of S.E. Packaging Group Ltd.

Since not all transparent BOPP films
are currently fit for use on a CI8 press,
Taghleef considers this another
opportunity to continue working with
Happy Packaging to develop new
solutions and strengthen our ongoing
partnership.
Ti news 15

Diamond Connect:

Ti and Huhtamaki’s Partnership
top priority. With the Diamond Connect program hosted
recently by Ti under the initiative of Huhtamaki, the goal
was to conduct interactive discussions and gain deeper
understanding of each other’s products and processes.
After our Operations & Technical Team conducted a plant
tour for Huhtamaki employees, we made sure that the
program was also an avenue to share good practices,
methods for improvement, and any technical innovations
that may apply.

Taghleef Industries welcomes Huhtamaki employees

At Taghleef Industries, we don’t treat clients as merely
customers. For us, they are our partners—and making
sure that our relationship with them stays strong is our

Because of the complexities involved in the products and
processes in manufacturing BOPP and CPP films, Ti assured
Huhtamaki that we will remain their committed partner.
We look forward to continuously working with Huhtamaki
to understand their needs and to have the capabilities and
resources to deliver the highest performing films.

Ti AMEA’s Tobacco Films:
journey to success

Taghleef Industries participated once again in the World Tobacco
Middle East Exhibition which was held at the World Trade
Center in Dubai. This time around, Ti AMEA showcased its locally
produced range of tobacco and overwrap films. The exhibition
was well attended by tobacco and molasses companies,
packaging and machinery companies, and other industry
professionals.

appeal, and optimum sealing performance that protects
products from moisture, meeting specific packaging needs of
the tobacco industry.
For more information on Ti AMEA’s tobacco films, contact:
staff.mea@ti-films.com.

With their presence at the tradeshow, the team successfully
let visitors know that Ti is their local tobacco solutions provider.
Thanks to the dedicated Technical Services team and to
Mohammed Hazem who manages tobacco business, the twoday event attracted excellent feedback on Ti’s tobacco films and
many inquiries after the show.

Ti AMEA’s tobacco films, TTL and TTS, are specifically designed
for efficient and complete overwrap solutions for single hard
pack and bundle carton packs respectively. With consistent high
slip resistance, these Ti films deliver high speed overwrapping
performance for improved productivity in tobacco packaging.
Both TTL and TTS provide balanced shrinkage that adds visual
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Ti Asia Middle East Africa team: Mohamed Hazem, Arun Kumar Nair, Shovick Mitra,
and Maria Monique Murillo

Ti Tournaments

volleyball and cricket competitions in Dubai
Ti colleagues do know how to have fun at work! The annual
Volleyball and Cricket Tournaments are among the most
anticipated activities in the company for Ti and EDHAF
employees. Not only do the tournaments encourage
employees to unwind and excel outside of work, but they also
give everyone a chance to get to know others outside of their
department, building camaraderie and teamwork among all.
This year, the volleyball tournament was won by Green Team,
headed by Operations Manager, Mr. Mohamed Ali Ibrahim
Hassane. The cricket tournament was championed by Beige
Team, led by Purchase Manager, Mr. Kazi Fairoz.
Taghleef Industries employees who participated
and the tournament winners
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Global Leaders Convene
in Rüdesheim, Germany
Taghleef holds a unique position in the
industry as a global supplier committed
to serving our customers locally while
coordinating products, technology and
manufacturing globally. The company’s
global sales leaders came together in
Rüdesheim, Germany this past March
to share information, coordinate
efforts, refine sales approaches and
build team spirit.

Leaders from each region discussed
objectives for the year, key customer
sales programs and perspectives
on the competition. While the
accomplishments of the past were
acknowledged, the purpose of the
gathering was to advance continued
growth in both sales and market
penetration.

Taghleef global leaders meet in Germany

See you in Chicago

Booth 920

Booth E-8735

Taghleef’s global Labels team is excited to welcome
you to our booth this September 25-27 at Labelexpo
Americas 2018. We’ll be proudly showcasing our wide
range of label solutions which “make the difference
in labels” and look forward to discussing your current
labeling needs.

Look for us the following month at McCormick Place
for Pack Expo International from October 14-17.
At this show, we’ll be featuring our wide range of
flexible packaging films with a focus on EXTENDO®
High Barrier films available in white, clear and
metallized. These barrier films protect food and
extend shelf life, thereby reducing waste. No wonder
the tagline for this brand is “Better Taste, Less
Waste.”

We’ll introduce new and unique integrated barrier
pressure sensitive label solutions and Ti’s new floatable
and recycle-friendly SHAPE360™ shrink films. Solutions
like these are critical to today’s circular economy and
ocean plastics crisis. Be sure to see our other sustainable
solutions, such as our NATIVIA® brand of films made
from renewable PLA resources.
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You’ll also get to see more of our bio-based
NATIVIA® films which are biodegradable and
can replace oil-based plastics like polypropylene,
polyester or polyethylene. EXTENDO and NATIVIA
films are important developments in Ti’s
commitment to sustainable packaging.

2018-19 Global Events

September 7-10

INDOPLAS

Jakarta, Indonesia

September 18-20

ProPack West Africa

Lagos, Nigeria

September 25-27

FachPack

Nuremberg, Germany

September 25-27

CFIA Morocco

Casablanca, Morocco

September 25-27

Labelexpo Americas

Chicago, USA

October 1-3

Luxe Pack Monaco

Monaco, Monaco

October 14-17

Pack Expo International

Chicago, USA

October 14-17

TLMI Annual Meeting

Amelia Island, USA

November 5

AWA Conference (DecTec Dubai)

Dubai, UAE

November 11-13

IMDA Symposium

San Diego, USA

December 5-7

Decorative Surfaces Conference

Miami, USA

January 27 - 30

Saudi Print and Pack

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

January 27 - 30

ProSweets

Cologne, Germany

March 12 - 14

CFIA

Rennes, France

March 26-28

Pro-Food Tech

Chicago, USA

March 31-April 2

Snaxpo

Orlando, USA
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